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■ Abstract The bc1 complexes are intrinsic membrane proteins that catalyze the
oxidation of ubihydroquinone and the reduction of cytochromec in mitochondrial res-
piratory chains and bacterial photosynthetic and respiratory chains. Thebc1 complex
operates through a Q-cycle mechanism that couples electron transfer to generation of
the proton gradient that drives ATP synthesis.

Genetic defects leading to mutations in proteins of the respiratory chain, including
the subunits of thebc1 complex, result in mitochondrial myopathies, many of which
are a direct result of dysfunction at catalytic sites. Some myopathies, especially those
in the cytochromeb subunit, exacerbate free-radical damage by enhancing superox-
ide production at the ubihydroquinone oxidation site. This bypass reaction appears
to be an unavoidable feature of the reaction mechanism. Cellular aging is largely at-
tributable to damage to DNA and proteins from the reactive oxygen species arising
from superoxide and is a major contributing factor in many diseases of old age. An
understanding of the mechanism of thebc1 complex is therefore central to our under-
standing of the aging process. In addition, a wide range of inhibitors that mimic the
quinone substrates are finding important applications in clinical therapy and agronomy.
Recent structural studies have shown how many of these inhibitors bind, and have pro-
vided important clues to the mechanism of action and the basis of resistance through
mutation.

This paper reviews recent advances in our understanding of the mechanism of the
bc1 complex and their relation to these physiologically important issues in the context
of the structural information available.

INTRODUCTION

Enzymes of the cytochrome (cyt)bc1 complex family are central components of
all the main energy transduction systems of the biosphere, accounting, through
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maintenance of the proton gradient, for∼30% of energy transmission.1 They all
catalyze essentially the same reaction, the transfer of reducing equivalents from
a quinol in the lipid phase (ubihydroquinone in the classicalbc1 complexes) to a
higher-potential acceptor protein in the aqueous phase. This electron transfer is
coupled to transfer of 1 H+/e− across the membrane. From an anthropocentric per-
spective, the mitochondrial complexes are of greatest interest, and the central role
in the respiratory chain places them at the heart of cellular physiological function
(1–4). The mitochondrial complexes arose from bacterial antecedents, and the cat-
alytic core of three subunits [cytc1, cytband the Rieske iron sulfur protein (ISP)] is
highly conserved (5–7). The latter two subunits span the archaeal/bacterial divide
and are clearly more ancient than the cytc1 subunit, whose function is carried by a
wide variety of different structures (3, 6). Because of the greater experimental flex-
ibility, the bc1 complexes from photosynthetic bacteria have proved useful models
for the mitochondrial complexes, especially in kinetic studies. In these studies, the
reactions of the complex in situ can be studied following photoactivation of the
photosynthetic reaction center (RC), which generates both substrates in<1 ms,
allowing better time resolution than is possible using rapid mixing.

Apart from the general philosophical interest, applications in the health and
agronomical sciences arise from the central involvement of the complex in cellular
energy metabolism and the many ways in which dysfunctions in this role impinge
on physiological function.

A wide range of mitochondrial myopathies (using an extended definition that
includes related disorders) have been located to mutations in genes encoding the
proteins of thebc1 complex (8–11). The general and specific symptoms of these
myopathies provide abundant evidence of the central importance of the complex in
energy metabolism. Many myopathies have been characterized at a molecular level,
and many of the mutations have been reproduced in yeast or bacterial model sys-
tems for more detailed investigation (8, 9). In general, the mapping of lesions to the
catalytic interfaces and demonstration of direct effects on catalytic function have
provided a deeper understanding of the molecular basis of these important diseases.

1Abbreviations: bc1 complex, ubiquinol:cytochrome c oxidoreductase (EC 1.10.2.2);bL and
bH, low- and high-potential hemes of cytochromeb, respectively; cyt, cytochrome; Em,(pH),
midpoint redox potential at pH indicated (pH 7 assumed if not indicated); Eh,(pH), ambient
redox potential at pH indicated; ESEEM, electron spin echo envelope modulation spec-
troscopy; HYSCORE, hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy; HHDBT, 5-heptyl-6-
hydroxy-4,7-dioxobenzothiazol; ISP, Rieske iron-sulfur protein; ISPH, reduced ISP; ISPox,
oxidized, dissociated ISP; NQNO, 2-nonyl-4-hydroxyquinoline N-oxide; P+/P, reaction
center primary donor couple, (BChl2)+/(BChl2); P-phase, N-phase, aqueous phases in which
the proton gradient is positive or negative, respectively; Q, oxidized form of quinone; QH2,
reduced form (hydroquinone, quinol) of quinone; QH•, Q•−, protonated and deprotonated
forms of semiquinone; Qi-site (Qo site), quinone reducing (quinol oxidizing) site ofbc1 com-
plex;Rb., Rhodobacter; RC, photosynthetic reaction center; SQ, semiquinone (with proto-
nation state unspecified); UHDBT, 5-undecyl-6-hydroxy-4,7-dioxobenzothiazol; UHNQ,
2-undecyl-3-hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone.
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The Qo-site of the complex is an important site for O2 reduction to generate
superoxide (12–18). The latter is a precursor of the reactive oxygen species (ROS)
that cause damage to DNA and proteins, leading to cellular aging (19–24). The
mitochondrial complexes and their ancestral bacterial counterparts share strong
sequence and structural similarities at the level of the three catalytic subunits, and
they operate through the same mechanism. This allows use of model systems from
yeast and the photosynthetic bacteria to be used to explore at a molecular level
how evolution has honed the mechanism so as to minimize this deleterious side
reaction.

The two catalytic sites of the complex at which the redox reactions of quinones
are processed are the sites of action of a wide range of inhibitors that mimic the
quinones (25–31). Several of these are finding applications in medicine, based on
differential species specificity, and in agronomy based on fungicidal properties,
and an environmentally friendly nature (32–36). Elucidation of the mechanism
of action of these inhibitors, and the availability of crystallographic structures
showing their binding, promise to have wide applications in drug design and in
understanding how resistant strains develop.

Over the past half dozen years or so, our understanding of thebc1 complex
has been greatly enhanced by the availability of crystallographic structures (37–
48). These now include structures from seven species ranging across the animal,
fungal, bacterial, and plant kingdoms, with occupancy of catalytic sites by a grow-
ing number of different inhibitors (at least 10 published at the present count),
all interpreted against a background of a detailed mechanistic understanding, a
sophisticated toolbox of biophysical and biochemical approaches, and the avail-
ability of molecular engineering protocols to allow detailed examination of the
structure-function interface.

Structural aspects of the field have been extensively reviewed, and an additional
essay would be superfluous if it were not for the rapid advancement of our un-
derstanding of the mechanistic interface, and the fact that some recent structures
throw new light on these physiological aspects.

Overview of Mechanism

The bc1 complex functions through a Q-cycle mechanism (49–54) (Figure 1).
The coupling to proton transfer depends on a bifurcated reaction at the Qo-site
of the complex, in which the two electrons from ubihydroquinone (quinol, QH2)
are passed to two different chains. The initial acceptor of the first electron from
quinol is the [2Fe-2S] cluster of the Rieske iron sulfur protein (ISP), which feeds
electrons via a boundc-type heme [cytochrome (cyt)c1 in the bc1 complex] to
a mobile electron carrier protein (cytc, or c2 in bacteria) that then reduces a
terminal acceptor (cytochrome oxidase in the mitochondrial chain, an oxidized
photochemical reaction center in photosynthetic systems). In most mechanistic
models, it is supposed from general principles of quinone chemistry (55) that
a semiquinone intermediate is formed at the Qo-site, although no such species
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sensitive to addition of Qo-site inhibitors has been detected (52, 56). The second
electron from quinol is passed to a lower-potential chain containing the low (cyt
bL) and a higher (cytbH) potential hemes of cytb. This chain spans the membrane
and delivers electrons to a second quinone processing site on the other side, the
Qi-site. At this site, quinone (Q) is reduced to quinol (QH2) through a two-electron
gate (57). Because this reaction requires two electrons, the Qo-site has to turn
over twice, oxidizing two QH2, releasing four H+, and delivering two electrons
successively to each chain. If the complex starts with a quinone in the site, the first
electron at the Qi-site is stored on a bound semiquinone, which is reduced to QH2

by the second electron. The two successive one-electron reactions lead to uptake
of two H+ on complete reduction of quinone. For the mitochondrial complex the
overall reaction is shown in Equation 1; inα-proteobacteria, cytc is replaced by
cyt c2.

QH2+ 2cytc+ + 2H+N ↔ Q+ 2cytc+ 4H+P 1.

Here subscripts N and P denote proton uptake from or release into the protochem-
ically negative and positive aqueous phases, respectively.

The Q-cycle shown in Figure 1 is a generalized representation in the context
of the structure of a variant of the Q-cycle that accounts for the ability of the
complex to operate as an independent enzyme (58). It was proposed to explain
apparent anomalies in the pre-steady-state kinetics of thebc1 complex in chro-
matophores from the photosynthetic bacteriaRhodobacter sphaeroidesandRb.
capsulatus(50–54), and of the isolated mitochondrial complexes (59–63). This
modified version of Mitchell’s original Q-cycle (64) was highly constrained by the
set of reactions, by the stoichiometry of components, and by measured physico-
chemical parameters for rate and equilibrium constants, allowing discrimination
from the many alternative models proposed at the time (53).

Although recent crystallographic structures have confirmed the main features
expected from the Q-cycle, there were several unexpected findings. The most
dramatic finding was the evidence for a large domain movement of the ISP
to bring the tethered extrinsic domain containing the [2Fe-2S] cluster to two
distinct reaction sites (39, 65–67). At the interface on cytochromeb near the
Qo-site (b-interface), the ISP oxidizes quinol and then moves through∼25 Å
to deliver an electron to cytochromec1 (at thec-interface), as shown by the four
different positions of the [2Fe-2S] cluster (a sample from the many different
positions found in different crystals) in Figure 1. Mobility of the ISP extrinsic
head has been the subject of much recent work, and the results have provided
strong evidence that movement is required for catalysis (3, 68–72). The move-
ment implies participation of five catalytic interfaces in turnover, the three sites
(Qo, Qi, cyt c1) expected from the modified Q-cycle model and two more for the
catalytic interfaces at which ISP reacts. An important secondary conclusion is
that the mobile extrinsic head acts as a second substrate at the Qo-site (65–67,
73).
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QH2 Oxidation at the Qo-Site

STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS None of the structures available to date shows
any native occupant of the Qo-site, so our discussions of mechanisms have been
based on occupancy by inhibitors and extrapolation by inference to involvement
of ligands that interact with them. The site for inhibitor binding is in the cytb
subunit, close to hemebL. The site is spacious, reflecting the differential binding
of inhibitors in two main domains (2, 3, 41, 67) (Figure 2).

Inhibitors of class I, typified by the first example, 5-undecyl-6-hydroxy-4,7-
dioxobenzothiazol (UHDBT) (25), bind in a domain distal from hemebL (the
distal domain). These are represented in structures by stigmatellin, HHDBT (the
inhibitor has a heptyl instead of the undecyl tail of UHDBT), and 2-nonyl-4-
hydroxyquinoline N-oxide (NQNO). They interact with the reduced ISP (ISPH),
bound at theb-interface, through an H-bond to Nε of the His-161 imidazole, which
also binds one of the Fe-atoms of the cluster through Nδ. This interaction leads
to an increase inEm for ISP and to changes in the EPR spectrum in the gx band.
For stigmatellin, a ring>C O is the H-bond acceptor from the histidineNH
of the ISPH. A second ligand, from theCOO− group of Glu-272, binds stig-
matellin from cytb, forming an H-bond to an OH group across the chromone
ring from the carbonyl group (43, 67, 73) (see Figure 2). The inhibitor UHDBT
was also reported to bind in this domain (41), but coordinate data for the structure
are not available. However, a recent high-resolution structure by Palsdottir et al.
(45) (PDB 1p84) of the yeast complex with HHDBT bound shows the configura-
tion. Two interesting features of this new structure deserve attention. (a) Earlier
experiments had suggested that the acid form of the inhibitor UHDBT was active
because the titer increased as the pH was raised above the pK at 6.5 (74). However,
unexpectedly, the structure shows that the group interacting with His-161 is the

OH rather than one of the>C O groups, and spectrophotometric data suggest
that this is in the dissociated form, which would be necessary for an H-bond ac-
ceptor function required for interaction with the reduced ISP, and would be in
line with the fact that the pH for crystallization was well above the pK for this
group measured at 6.1. (b) The second ligand, from Glu-272, is not involved in
binding. Instead, the side chain points away from the inhibitor, in a configuration
similar to that in native or in myxothiazol-containing structures (39, 67, 73). Other
inhibitors showing similar binding behavior to that of UHDBT are 2-hydroxy-1–
4-naphthoquinones like UHNQ (26, 75) and atovaquone (9, 33, 46, 76). The latter
has been modeled as binding in the Qo-site in a configuration similar to that for
HHDBT (46).

Another recent structure of the bovine complex shows binding of NQNO at the
Qo-site (1nu1) (47). This inhibitor, and the n-heptyl analog HQNO, had generally
been regarded as relatively specific reagents for the Qi-site (27, 77), and the report
by Gao et al. (47) studies mainly this interaction. However, the crystals also showed
density at the Qo-site, which was modeled as NQNO binding in a configuration
similar to stigmatellin, with the OH group forming an H-bond with Nε of His-161
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of the ISP, and the NO group forming a water-mediated H-bond with Glu-271
(equivalent to Glu-272 in chicken or yeast). Both these assignments are problematic
since an OH would not form an H-bond with theNeH of the reduced ISP, and
the Nδ+Oδ− group is generally considered to be highly polar in solution and
would not be expected to form an H-bond with the carboxylate group. The authors
speculate that the structure is tautomeric, with the H-atom shared between HO-
(ring)-Nδ+Oδ− and O (ring)-N-OH forms. The latter form is found in the solid
state and would provide more natural partners to the stigmatellin ligands.

The second class of inhibitors (class II), typified by myxothiazol, bind in the
domain proximal to hemebL (proximal domain) and do not interact with the ISP,
which, in most structures, is found at thec-interface (41, 67). Other inhibitors in
this class are MOA-type inhibitors such as MOA-stilbene, mucidin, and strobil-
urin (28), and also famoxadone, whose pharmacophore forms a similar H-bond
(see below) (44). Anomalous features of the famoxadone-containing structure are
discussed below. An important characteristic of all these structures was the finding
that the Glu-272 side chain was rotated away from the liganding position in the
stigmatellin-containing structures.

Both classes of inhibitor access the pocket from the lipid phase through the same
relatively constricted tunnel, and, especially for those with hydrophobic tails, their
binding volumes overlap substantially in the volume around the tunnel, accounting
for the displacement of one class by another (67).

In general, the protein structure accommodates itself to the inhibitors and
changes quite substantially, depending on occupancy. A significant factor in this
accommodation is the configuration of Glu-272. In the stigmatellin-containing
structures (43, 65–67, 73), the side chain occupies a major part of the volume in
which the pharmacophore of myxothiazol (and other MOA-type inhibitors) would
have to sit in that structure (Figure 2). To accommodate myxothiazol (or the other
MOA-inhibitors), the side chain of Glu-272 rotates through at least 120o to a new
configuration in which it contacts a water molecule at the end of a chain of H2O
leading to the P-phase water (67, 73), the proximal domain expands, and the distal
domain closes up (67, 78). The rotation moves the Glu-272 side chain to allow
the pharmacophoric group of each of the proximal domain inhibitors to form an
H-bond to the backboneNH (44, 67), a characteristic configuration for this class.

The structure containing the recently characterized inhibitor famoxadone (79)
also shows occupancy of this proximal domain and rotational displacement of
Glu-272 (44). As a novel feature, the hydrophobic tail of this inhibitor is on the
opposite end of the structure compared with myxothiazol (the tail is attached to
the pharmacophoric head), and accommodation of the extra volume distorts the
protein further (compared with the distortion with myxothiazol). In a detailed
analysis of the structure containing famoxadone, Gao et al. (44) suggested that,
in addition to an H-bond to the backboneNH of Glu-272 that famoxadone has
in common with the MOA-stilbene and myxothiazol structures (67), aromatic
interactions contribute strongly to the binding forces in this domain. Interestingly,
the interaction of the rings of famoxadone with the aromatic side chains of the
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protein could be convincingly modeled by superposition of a crystal lattice of
benzene (44). In contrast to the other class II inhibitors, the famoxadone-containing
structure showed the ISP mobile domain at theb-interface. The distance from
the His-161 of ISP to the inhibitor was∼6.7 Å, too great to allow any specific
liganding. Because occupancy of theb-interface could not be attributed to any direct
interaction with famoxadone, the authors proposed that indirect forces arising from
the structural accommodation were responsible, and they discussed some possible
candidates.

MECHANISTIC CONSIDERATIONS Critical features of the modified Q-cycle were
the recognition that the complex operated as an independent enzyme (58) and that
oxidation of two equivalents of QH2 at the Qo-site were necessary for complete
turnover of the complex (50, 51). In the presence of antimycin as an inhibitor at
the Qi-site, turnover of the complex was limited because electrons could not leave
theb-heme chain. Although four oxidizing equivalents, two in each of the chains
(ISPox and cytc+1 , hemesbL andbH), were available to accept electrons from QH2,
the two QH2 oxidation reactions had different equilibrium constants. Consumption
of the more favorable acceptors on oxidation of the first QH2 constrained oxida-
tion of the second QH2 by the low value for the second of these (Keq∼ 1) and
effectively limited the antimycin-inhibited complex to oxidation of the first QH2

(53, 54, 80). Furthermore, the first electron entering the oxidized high-potential
chain was shared between available acceptors, predominantly ISPox and ferricytc1,
with a distribution at pH 7 that favored reduction of ISPox as the higher-potential
component. This fraction was therefore not seen in the kinetics measured at wave-
lengths appropriate for cytc1 andc2 (cyt ct). These features appeared to account
for the kinetic mismatch between the rates of reduction of cytct andbH in the ab-
sence or presence of antimycin that had previously seemed contrary to the Q-cycle
(reviewed in 53). Despite this simple explanation, several authors have recently
discussed alternative scenarios in which rate limitation was suggested to occur at
a step other than the first electron transfer reaction itself. In the simplest of these
schemes, the kinetic disparity between rates of reduction of cytc1 and cytbH seen
in mitochondrial complexes has been taken as evidence for a kinetic impediment at
the level of ISP movement (81–83). Several groups have espoused more complex
schemes involving conformational gating of electron transfer between the Qo-site
and cytc1 through a indirect coupling; the reduced ISP is held in position close to
cyt b until released by conformational changes linked to electron transfer events
elsewhere in the complex. These events have been variously suggested to be the
electron transfer from a semiquinone-ISPredcomplex to hemebL (84–86), electron
transfer in theb-heme chain (83), rotation of Glu-272 associated with release of
the second proton (87), and events at the Qi-site (81, 86). Some support for gated
mechanisms has come from structures. In several of these, marked asymmetries
between the two halves of the dimeric complex have been observed (40, 88), and it
has been suggested that these show short- or long-range conformational couplings
that might be linked to dissociation of the ISPred (4, 86–90).
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The structure from Gao et al. (44) with famoxadone in the Qo-site showed the
ISP locked at theb-interface, but without the liganding through His-161 assumed to
provide the force for this locking with other inhibitors. Xiao et al. (91) investigated
the kinetics of reduction of cytc1by ISPH in the presence of famoxadone. They pro-
vided clear evidence for constraint on movement of the ISP mobile domain, based
on a slowed electron donation to cytc1 in the presence of the inhibitor. In these
experiments, the isolated complex from bovine mitochondria orRb. sphaeroides
was photoactivated through ionically bound ruthenium complexes. The slowed
kinetics were taken as providing support for mechanisms in which the ISP move-
ment was gated. From our own studies with famoxadone on the complex in situ in
Rb. sphaeroides, this kinetic impediment was not apparent under conditions in
which the quinone pool was oxidized or 30% reduced, when famoxadone behaved
just like myxothiazol, so that ISPH reduced cytc1 more rapidly than in the absence
of inhibitor. However, some inhibition was apparent when the pool was completely
reduced (D.R.J. Kolling & A.R. Crofts, unpublished); possible explanations for
this apparent discrepancy are currently being explored.

We have recently demonstrated that the assumptions used in derivation of the
modified Q-cycle are sufficient to account for the data obtained inRb. sphaeroides
without the need to invoke alternative explanations based on allosteric control of
the movement or dissociation of the mobile extrinsic ISP domain (54). We also
showed that all reactions associated with association and dissociation of ISP at
binding sites, and movement in either direction, occurred more than an order of
magnitude faster (τ < 30 µs) than the limiting reaction, and with low apparent
activation barriers (∼20 kJ mol−1) (52, 54, 93, 94). The rate constants measured
for the limiting reaction, the rate constant inferred for reduction of cytc1, and the
activation energy for reduction of cytc1, have all been confirmed by direct measure-
ment in the isolatedRb. sphaeroidescomplex (92). Because the simple explanation
is sufficient in the case of the well-characterized reactions inRb. sphaeroides, ex-
tension of these concepts to the mitochondrial complexes would likely be straight-
forward and should be explored before more complicated mechanisms are pro-
posed. However, such an extension requires measurement of appropriate physico-
chemical parameters and the kinetics of all components. The extensive data from
de Vries and colleagues (60–62) on the pre-steady-state kinetics of the bovine
complex demonstrate many of the features expected from the simple hypothesis,
but they were interpreted in the context of a double Q-cycle; more recent data
using caged-UQH2 (81) were interpreted in terms of an impediment to movement
of ISP. The data set for the yeast complex are less complete and have also been
differently interpreted (86, 87, 95).

FORMATION OF THE ES-COMPLEX AT THE Qo-SITE The overall reaction for oxida-
tion of QH2 at the Qo-site of the oxidizedbc1 complex involves the [2Fe-2S] cluster
of ISPox and hemebL of cyt b as the immediate acceptors.

QH2+ ISPox+ hemebL ↔ Q+ ISPH+ hemeb−L + H+ 2.
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The driving force for this reaction is calculated by summing the driving forces
for the two partial electron transfer reactions,1Go′ = −F(Em, ISP+ Em, bL) −
2Em, Q/QH2) =−2.9 kJ mol−1, giving a value ofKeq= 3.2 at pH 7.0, usingEm, ISP=
310 mV,Em, bL =−90 mV, andEm, Q/QH2= 90 mV. Under normal operation, the
forward reaction is favored by removal of the electron from hemebL by rapid
transfer tobH and the Qi-site, with a more favorable equilibrium constant (50–54).
Under physiological conditions, the equilibrium constants for the low potential
chain are modulated by the proton gradient, so that under static head conditions,
the complex comes into quasi-equilibrium (51).

A more complete description of the energy landscape requires partitioning of
the driving force between a set of partial processes, including binding of sub-
strates, activation barriers, electron and proton transfer reactions, and dissociation
of products.

Two substrates contribute to formation of the ES-complex, QH2 and ISPox,
as shown in Scheme 1 (65–67, 73, 78, 96–99). Based on the structure of the
stigmatellin-containing complex and following previous proposals for an involve-
ment of ligands from ISP histidines (85, 100), we suggested that the ES-complex
was formed with QH2 in a position at the distal end similar to that found for stig-
matellin (67, 73). A likely configuration would involve an H-bond between the
ring OH of the quinol, and the Nε of ISP His-161, and between the otherOH and
the carboxylate of Glu-272. Because of the difference in pKa values for QH2 (pk>
11.5) and the ISP histidine (pK∼ 7.6), the quinol OH is most likely the H-bond
donor, requiring that the acceptor Nε should be in the dissociated (imidazolate
anion) form (95, 96). With this in mind, it is possible to account for the strong
dependence on pH of the rate of electron transfer over the pH range below the pK1

at 7.6 in terms of simple enzyme kinetics; the rate varies with [S] (the dissociated
form) and approaches saturation (78, 93, 97, 99).

THE BINDING CONSTANTS INVOLVED IN FORMATION OF THE ES-COMPLEX A long
history from several labs of work in photosynthetic bacteria has shown that QH2

is preferentially bound compared with Q on oxidation at the Qo-site, so that the
dependence of rate onEh is displaced from theEm of the pool (at∼90 mV) to
an apparentEm ∼ 130–140 mV (reviewed in 57), but the molecular basis for
this displacement ofEm was not understood. It had previously been observed
that the steady-state rate of QH2 oxidation in mitochondrial complexes showed
a pH dependence over the range 5.5–9.5 (101, 102), recently attributed to three
dissociable groups (103). The stimulation of electron transfer on raising the pH
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over the range 5.0–8 was attributed to the need for deprotonation of a group with
a pK in the range 5.5–6.5. The rate of QH2 oxidation during the first turnover
of the site, seen in pre-steady-state kinetic measurements of the reactions in
Rb. sphaeroideschromatophores, showed a similar stimulation, with an appar-
ent pK of∼6.3 (78, 93, 97, 99). A possible candidate for the dissociable group
was His-161 of the ISP, but the pK value measured kinetically was displaced from
the pK of 7.6 expected to determine the concentration of the dissociated ISPox form.
A straightforward explanation for both these displacements is that they both reflect
the same process, formation of the ES-complex, as shown in Scheme 1. Both equi-
libria are pulled over by the binding process through mass action; the binding of
QH2 will raise the apparentEm for the oxidation reaction, and the binding of ISPox

will pull the dissociated form of ISPox out of solution, giving an apparent shift in the
pK (78). When the displacements were expressed as equilibrium constants for the
binding processes, both sets of data showed similar values, withKQH2≈ KISPox∼
17 ± 4 (78, 134). The similarity of these two values supports our suggestion
that both reflect that same phenomenon: the liganding between QH2 and ISPox

involved in formation of the ES-complex. This depends on recognition that the
complementary constants in the binding square (left-hand section of Scheme 1)
are both small and of the same magnitude (66, 83). Although the thermodynamic
equilibrium constants derived here are dimensionless, it seems appropriate to take
the values as reflecting binding constants, following the rationale developed by
Shinkarev et al. (118) for treatment of binding constants involving the ISP as a
tethered substrate.

If this is the case, then the pH dependence over the range below pK1 is accounted
for by the properties of the ISP without invoking any controlling effect of other
dissociable groups (see 103). (The slowing of the rate at pK above 8.0, likely deter-
mined by pK2 of ISPox, is discussed more extensively below). The configuration of
the ES-complex suggested requires specific properties of the histidine side chain
involved; it has to be the group responsible for the pK1 measured from redox titra-
tion as a function of pH. This assignment now seems well justified (104–107). The
interpretation of a controlling role for this pK in determining the occupancy of the
ES-complex is strongly supported by experiments with a mutant strain, Y156W,
in which both the pK, and the whole curve for pH dependence, were shifted up by
∼1 pH unit (94).

ROLE OF Glu-272 The conformational change of the buried glutamate side chain
(Glu-272) discussed above was revealed in structures from Berry’s lab (39, 67,
73). In the presence of stigmatellin (2bcc), Glu-272 had rotated 120◦ away from
a position seen in the native complex (1bcc), where it pointed toward hemebL, to
provide a second ligand to the inhibitor through an H-bond to anOH group across
the ring structure from theC O involved in interaction with the ISP. Molecular
dynamics simulations (98) had predicted a relatively stable water chain leading
from the aqueous phase on the cytc side into the protein along thebL heme edge
to the Qo-pocket. In the native structure, or that with myxothiazol bound (67), the
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Glu-272 carboxylate contacted this water chain. We suggested that the two ligands
that bind stigmatellin were also involved in formation of the ES-complex and that
protonation of the Glu-272 carboxylate after formation of the SQ intermediate,
followed by a rotation of the Glu-272 acidic side chain between the two positions,
could provide a plausible pathway for transfer of a second proton from the site on
oxidation of QH (67, 73). Consistent with this, mutant strains with the equivalent
glutamate inRb. sphaeroides(E295) modified to aspartate, glycine or glutamine,
showed small increases (two- to threefold) in apparentKm for QH2, lowered rates of
electron transfer, and resistance to stigmatellin (73). The two features required for
this mechanism, orientation of Glu-272 seen in the stigmatellin structure (2bcc) and
the water chain we predicted, have now been found in higher resolution structures.
One of these is the yeast complex with stigmatellin from Hunte et al. (43, 108),
from which these authors reached similar mechanistic conclusions. Both features
are also well resolved in a recent 2.1Å structure of the bovine complex (1pp9)
(E.A. Berry, personal communication). The contribution of the H-bond from Glu-
295 (Glu-272) to the binding of QH2 is likely in the range≤1 kJ mol−1, as judged
from the small increase inKm for QH2 in mutant strains (73). Palsdottir et al. (45)
found the orientation of Glu-272 toward the water chain in their HHDBT structure,
and Gao et al. (44) in their famoxadone structure. Palsdottir et al. (45) provide an
interesting discussion of how secondary ligands might orient the QH2 substrate in
the site so as to provide a favorable configuration for binding to ISPox on formation
of the ES-complex.

THE gx= 1.80 COMPLEX The gx= 1.80 line in the CW X-band EPR spectrum of
ISP is observed only when the quinone pool is oxidized and ISP reduced (109),
and is attributed to interaction between Q and ISPH. As discussed in greater detail
below, this likely involves an H-bond between the quinoneC O and the Nε of
His-161. Ding et al. (100, 110, 111) suggested a strong binding of a quinone by
the ISPH to form the Qos species of their double-occupancy model. However, a
weakly bound complex seems to be required by the need for rapid dissociation
of ISPH to allow participation in catalysis (65–67, 93). To explore the structure
in greater detail, we used pulsed EPR to show that the gx line position change
involved an N-atom ligand to the [2Fe-2S] cluster (tentatively identified as Nδ of
the histidine ring of His-161) with structural characteristics (as determined from
the spin interaction) similar to those seen in the stigmatellin complex (112). In
both the stigmatellin and quinone complexes, the involvement of Nε in an H-bond
with the occupant changed the spin interaction of the Nδ with the cluster in a
similar fashion. The ESEEM and HYSCORE14N spectra of both these bound
forms differed from that seen in the presence of myxothiazol, where the liganding
histidines are likely exposed to the aqueous phase. This supported the view that
a similar H-bond was formed [shown in the stigmatellin structure (39, 65) as
between a ring>C O of the occupant and theNεH of His-161], and represented
the first direct structural information about occupancy of the Qo-site by a quinone
species. The Q.ISPH complex is formally an EP-complex, and the strength of this
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bond is therefore a parameter of thermodynamic interest in defining the energy
landscape.

THE STRENGTH OF THE BOND INVOLVED IN FORMATION OF THE gx = 1.80

COMPLEX Since the first demonstration in the case of UHDBT binding (25),
a substantial literature on the change ofEm of the ISP in the presence of similar
inhibitors has been interpreted in terms of a preferential binding of the reduced
ISP by the inhibitor (31, 46, 75, 113). This has been challenged in a recent study
(114), in which the kinetics of binding were measured by mixing dilute suspen-
sions of inhibitor and isolated complex and then assaying the fraction in the active
form by addition of excess substrate (DBH) and measurement of the steady-state
turnover. Binding was shown to be second order [first order in (inhibitor)], with
time constants in the 10 to 100 s range, depending on the concentrations used. The
apparent binding rate constants for stigmatellin and myxothiazol were relatively
independent of the redox state of the complex before mixing with inhibitor, and
this was interpreted as showing that the binding of stigmatellin to oxidized and
reduced ISP was at the same rate, i.e., no preferential binding to the reduced form.
An alternative explanation is that the rates measured were limited by the proba-
bility of interaction of inhibitor and complex to form a bound micellar state, and
that this (second-order) rate was independent of redox status. On reduction of the
complex with DBH, the bound inhibitor would find the reduced ISP on the ms
timescale, and this kinetic event would be undetected in the steady-state assay of
turnover. This interpretation avoids the apparent conflict with the previous strong
evidence for binding of stigmatellin or UHDBT to the reduced ISP.

In light of the change inEmof ISP consequent on the binding of class I inhibitors,
the interaction of ISPH with quinone might also be expected to induce an increase
in Em ISP, because the pulsed EPR data had shown that a similar bond is involved
(112). Such a change inEm has been measured directly by redox titration (115,
116) and indirectly by looking at the change in kinetics of cytc on flash activation
of chromatophores with and without addition of myxothiazol, over theEh range
around theEm ISP (117, 118). Quantification of the changes showed that theEm

in the presence of myxothiazol was∼40 mV lower than that in the absence of
inhibitor (118). Darrouzet et al. (116) investigated changes inEm ISP in mutant
strains with modified linker regions, and reported that myxothiazol induced a
downward shift in theEm ISP so that all strains showed a similar value. In wild
type the shift was∼40 mV, comparable to the value found from our kinetic studies
and to that with MOA-stilbene (115). From the structural data, no ligand is formed
between myxothiazol and ISPH, rather the extrinsic domain is rotated away from
its binding site to expose the histidine ligands to the aqueous phase (41, 67, 83).
The Em measured in the presence of myxothiazol therefore likely reflected the
unliganded state, so that the change inEm induced by addition of inhibitor would
be due to loss of the bound state seen in the gx = 1.80 complex. From theEm

change, a binding constant ofKass∼ 4 could be calculated, showing that>80% of
the ISPredwould be bound atEh,7∼ 200 mV, where ISP is reduced and the quinone
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pool oxidized (118). Treatment of the thermodynamics of the binding reactions
for the ISP required development of a new formalism appropriate to the peculiar
status of the ISP as a tethered substrate (118).

The binding constant for formation of the gx= 1.80 complex (Kass∼ 4) is in
the same range as that for the binding of QH2 by Glu-272, as seen in the increased
Km in a mutant strain with glycine instead of glutamate [KG

m/K
E
m= 2.4 (73)], and,

following the arguments of Crofts et al. (66), explains why the apparentEm for
formation of the complex titrates with the same midpoint as the quinone pool (110).

IDENTIFICATION OF THE RATE-LIMITING STEP From the above discussion, it seems
likely that electron transfer from QH2 to ISPox occurs through the H-bond by which
the ES-complex is stabilized, and that it involves the dissociated ISPox. Because the
pK on the reduced ISP is>12 (107), electron transfer is coupled to H+ transfer and
the reaction is formally an H-transfer. Release of the proton occurs on oxidation of
ISPH by cytc1 (above pK1) or on rebinding of ISPoxH in the ES-complex (below
pK1).

Previously, Brandt & Okun (102), using a steady-state assay, confirmed the pH
dependence for the steady-state rate of oxidation of ubiquinol by isolated bovine
bc1 complex observed by Link & von Jagow (101), and extended these studies
to plastoquinol analogues and the yeastbc1 complex. They also reported a novel
dependence on pH of the activation energy for the steady-state turnover. From the
pH dependence of the rate, they identified two controlling groups, one with a pK
at 6.5 and a second at 9.5. The former group had to be in the dissociated state,
and the latter protonated for rapid electron transfer, accounting for the bell-shaped
pH dependence. Because of the pK values, they excluded any involvement of the
ISP histidine group with its pK1 at 7.6. On the other hand, the pH dependence of
the activation energy was interpreted as showing that deprotonation of QH2 was
a necessary intermediate step preceding electron transfer. This followed earlier
work by Rich & Bendall (172) on the non-enzymic oxidation of quinol by cytc,
which showed a strong acceleration of rate in the high pH range. This was in-
terpreted in terms of a reaction mechanism dependent on QH−, with the low
probability of deprotonation providing the activation barrier. In contrast, thebc1

complex catalyzed reaction showed a rate that decreased dramatically in this range.
Because of this contradictory result, the mechanistic speculations had to be based
on the pH dependence of the activation energy. Brandt & Okun (102) suggested
that, following binding of the neutral quinol to the catalytic site, deprotonation to
the quinol anion with direct release of the proton to the aqueous phase, with a pK
in the range 14–16, was necessary before electron transfer could occur, and that
this was responsible for most of the activation barrier. The deprotonation of QH2

was incorporated into a detailed reaction scheme, the “proton-gated charge transfer
mechanism,” which included a double-occupancy model for electron transfer to
hemebL and control of the overall reaction by the redox state of hemebL.

The earlier studies of Crofts & Wang (52), on the pre-steady-state kinetics of
the complex in its native state inRb. sphaeroides, and more recent extensions of
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this work by Hong et al. (93) have shown the following:

1. The reaction with the slowest rate under conditions of substrate saturation
was the oxidation of QH2 at the Qo-site (52). This was also the reaction with
the highest activation barrier (52, 93).

2. The rate of QH2 oxidation showed the same bell-shaped pH dependence as
seen in mitochondrial complexes, as discussed above (93, 94).

3. In contrast to the results of Brandt & Okun (102), the activation barrier was
independent of pH (52, 93). Since varying pH below the pK1 for ISPox varies
the concentration of the dissociated ISPox species that is active in formation
of the ES-complex, the activation barrier was independent of concentration
for this substrate (93).

4. The activation barrier was also independent of the redox poise of the quinone
pool (52, 93). Since reduction of the quinone pool increases the concentration
of QH2, the other substrate, these characteristics showed that the activation
barrier was independent of substrate concentration, and therefore after for-
mation of the ES-complex, as expected for an enzyme reaction.

5. The limiting reaction was transfer of the first electron from QH2 to ISPox

(93, 94).

These data were clearly at variance with those of Brandt & Okun (102) and
precluded a mechanism of the sort they suggested. As shown by the pH dependence
of the rate, and the acceleration of rate on reduction of the pool, the rate varied
with concentration of either substrate, as expected from simple Michaelis-Menten
considerations. The movement of the ISP could be assayed by measuring the
lag times involved in reactions that incorporate it as a partial process. The time
not accounted for by electron transfer events was always short (<30 µs), and
the reactions had low activation barriers (54, 93). This was in line with weak
association constants and the simple constrained diffusion mechanism suggested
by the structures (65) and a steered MD simulation (98).

DEPENDENCE OF RATE ON DRIVING FORCE AND ON pH Analysis of the kinetics
in strains with mutations in ISP that lowered theEm value had shown that the
rate of QH2 oxidation by the isolated complex depended on the driving force for
the first electron transfer (119–121). We showed a similar dependence on driving
force in pre-steady-state measurements assaying oxidation of the first QH2 for the
complex in situ (93, 94, 122). Similar mutations made inRb. sphaeroides(94),
Paracoccus nitrificans(121), and in yeast (120) all showed the same behavior. In
contrast, the overall rate did not show changes consistent with a dependence on
driving force on change inEm of hemebL (93). Mutant strains showed either a
slowed electron transfer with increased driving force or no effect (123–125). The
rate of reduction of hemebL in the presence of antimycin after prior reduction of
hemebH showed the same rate constant and activation energy as the reduction of
hemebH when the latter was oxidized before flash activation (80, 93), although
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the redox potential of hemebL is likely changed through coulombic interaction by
∼−60 mV on reduction of hemebH to give theEm ∼ −90 mV value measured
through redox titration (123, 126). This strongly suggested that transfer of the
first electron (from QH2 to ISPox) was the rate-limiting step, and that of the second
electron is intrinsically more rapid. The rate of the second electron transfer is gated
[using the definition of Davidson (127); see Scheme 2] by the limiting rate of the
first electron transfer. As a result, the change in rate expected on change of driving
force is not seen experimentally.

What controls the rate of the first electron transfer? The structures, and our
speculation on the nature of the ES-complex, provided an opportunity to analyze
the rate in the context of the distance for electron transfer (93). In the context of
the proposed structure of the ES-complex, the rate of the first electron transfer was
slower by about three orders of magnitude than that expected from the distance of
∼7 Å suggested by our model (73, 93) and considerations by Moser et al. (128).
The problem then was to account for this slow rate. The observed rate could be
explained if a high value for reorganization energy (λ ∼ 2.0 eV) was used, in line
with the high activation barrier (93), but this value was much higher than that found
in other electron transfer reactions occurring over similar distances (128), and no
explanation was obvious from the structure.

PROTON-COUPLED ELECTRON TRANSFER AS A MODEL FOR QH2 OXIDATION AT THE

Qo-SITE Work on proton-coupled electron transfer in model compounds by
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Nocera and colleagues (129) has emphasized the controlling effect of relative
pK values on H+ transfer through H-bonds. A detailed theoretical treatment by
Cukier & Nocera (130) discussed the control of rate in terms of a Marcus treatment
of proton-coupled electron transfer. Paddock and colleagues (131), in discussion
of the proton-coupled electron transfer reaction at the QB-site in photochemical
reaction centers, made simplifying assumptions that allowed separation of the role
of the proton transfer from the electron transfer, by treating the former through a
probability function. Combining these approaches led us to propose a treatment of
the dependence of rate on driving force as applied to the Qo-site reaction (99, 134),
which avoids the difficulties arising from quantum mechanical considerations of
the role of the proton (130).

(a) The electron transfer can occur only when the proton configuration is fa-
vorable. This requires that the proton be transferred through the H-bond
before electron transfer can occur.

E · bL ·QH2 · ISPox
1Gproton↔ E · bL ·QH− · H+ISPox

1G#
electron↔ ES#→ E · bL ·QH• · ISPH. 3.

1Gproton= −2.303 RT
(
pKISPox− pKQH2

)
. 4.

(b) The occupancy of the proton-transfer state needed for electron transfer is
determined by the pK values of the H-bond donor and acceptor through a
Brønsted term,1Gproton. Given the pK values for QH2(pK>11.5) and ISPox

(pK∼7.6), the configuration is thermodynamically highly unfavorable, and
the low probability of accessing the state represents a substantial part of the
activation barrier. The step represented by{ES}# in Scheme 1 is replaced
by the two partial processes shown in Equation 3.

(c) Rates of H+ transfer through H-bonds are inherently rapid (∼2.1011 s−1)
(132, 133),∼1000 faster than the maximal electron transfer rate at this
distance. To a good approximation, the proton transfer contribution can
therefore be treated as a separate probability function given by the Brønsted
term. This treatment corresponds to the limit condition of a coupled reaction
(127; see Scheme 2). In terms of reaction rate theory, this is equivalent
to partitioning the activation barrier into the sum of terms,1Gproton and
1G#

electronin this case, which can then be split out into separate terms in the
Arrhenius equation and its derivatives. This allows for a great simplification
in thermodynamic treatment. Using the pre-exponential terms suggested by
Moser et al. (128), the following equation for the rate constant was proposed
(99, 134):

log10 k = 13− β

2.303
(R− 3.6)− γ

(
1Go

ET + λET
)2

λET

− (pKQH2 − pKISPox

)
. 5.
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Hereβ is 1.4, the slope of the Moser-Dutton relationship between log10k and
distance,R is the distance in̊A, 1Go

ET is the driving force for the electron transfer
step, andλET is the reorganization energy (both in V). The factorγ in the above
equation has a value of∼3.1 in the Moser-Dutton treatment, which differs from
the value of 4.227 at 298 K (γ = F/(4 × 2.303 RT) from classical Marcus treat-
ment by incorporation of quantum mechanical factors contributing to a tunneling
component (135–137).

The explanation involving the pK of QH2 as a determinant in the activation
barrier recalls the earlier suggestions that deprotonation of QH2 might provide the
activation barrier (102, 172). However, the reaction here is not a deprotonation, but
formation of an improbable intermediate state. The electron transfer through the
H-bond is coupled to proton transfer, and this provides a direct explanation for the
pH independence of the activation barrier. The reaction mechanism proposed is
well justified by theory and experiment (134). In contrast to the previous proposal
(102), a substantial barrier to the electron transfer step is also necessary to explain
the dependence on redox driving force demonstrated in mutant strains.

THE ODD BEHAVIOR OF STRAIN Y156W Our own work on the dependence of reac-
tion rate on driving force used mutant strains with modifications in ISP at Tyr-156
(Tyr-165 in bovine sequence), which forms an H-bond from theOH to the Sγ
of one of the cysteine ligands (Cys-139, bovine) (94). Measurement of theEm and
pK values of these strains showed decreases inEm for all, but one strain (Y156W)
also showed a substantial increase in pK (from 7.6 to 8.5). When log10k for ox-
idation of QH2 was plotted as a function of1Em at pH 7.0, the points followed
the dependence of rate on driving force expected from Marcus theory (135–137).
However, a substantial part of the inhibition observed in strain Y156W could be
attributed to the effect of the pK change on the concentration of the dissociated
form as substrate; if this contribution was considered, the data point for this strain
no longer fell on the same curve as those for other mutants. This anomaly might
have called into question the validity of using the Marcus explanation for the in-
hibitory effect observed (94), but can now be explained by consideration of the
role of pK1 of ISPox in controlling several critical parameters:

1. In the formation of the ES-complex, the dissociated (imidazolate) form is
the substrate (see above). The concentration of this form depends on pH and
on pK, assumed to be pK1 due to dissociation of His-161, leading to the
dependence of rate on pH over the range 5.5–8 in wild type.

2. The pK1 at 7.6 on the oxidized form also results in a dependence ofEm, ISPon
pH, the value decreases above pH 7.0, with a∼59 mV/pH unit slope above
the pK. Over this range (at pH> 8), the overall rate and the rate of the first
electron transfer both decrease. The decrease inEm of ISP above pK1 might
be expected to determine the overall driving force, but because theEm of the
Q/QH2 couple also decreases by∼59 mV/pH, the driving force is constant
with pH over the range of pK1. A second pK (pK2) on the oxidized form at
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∼9.6 increases the slope of pH dependence at higher pH. As a consequence,
pK2 will be the critical determinant for the change in driving force; the fall-
off in rate over the high pH range can be attributed to the loss of driving
force as the effect of pK2 comes into play.

3. The pK1 also plays a critical role in determining the activation barrier through
the Brønsted term discussed above. From Equation 5, an increase in pK1

should lead to a lowering of the Brønsted barrier, and hence in increase in
rate.

The curves showing the dependence of rate on driving force using mutant
strains could be well fitted by using Equation 5 above (134). In particular, the
anomalous behavior of strain Y156W with a shifted pK could be explained by
recognizing that two effects of the pK1 value offset each other. The lowered rate
due to the substrate effect (depletion of the dissociated ISPox at pH< pK1, as
in 1, above) was compensated by an increased rate constant associated with a
lower activation barrier, due to the smaller contribution of the Brønsted term (as
in 3). This simple explanation of the odd behavior provides strong support for the
mechanism proposed.

The equilibrium constant between cytc1 and ISP is also determined byEm ISP,
becauseEm cyt c1 is independent of pH. This has important consequences in the
kinetics of the high-potential chain measured in pre-steady-state experiments (92,
139) and can also be used to vary the driving force, so as to favor the forward
electron transfer at higher pH. Engstrom et al. (92) used this effect, as well as
mutant strains with modifiedEm,ISP, to investigate the Marcus relationship for this
reaction and found a rate independent of driving force. Since the observed rate
was much slower than that calculated from the closest configuration suggested
by the structures, they concluded that the reduction of cytc1 by ISPH was gated
(127) by a conformational transition from a nonreactive state. From the high rate
constant and the low activation barrier observed, this was a process different from
the rate-limiting QH2 oxidation reaction.

TRANSFER OF THE SECOND ELECTRON AT THE Qo-SITE It has long been recog-
nized that the semiquinone intermediate formed after the first electron transfer
has the potential for reduction of O2, thus providing an explanation for the gener-
ation of superoxide observed at this site in mitochondria (12–15). This provides a
background to discussion of the second electron transfer through which this po-
tential hazard is minimized; the SQ is removed by rapid oxidation through thebL

heme. Evolution has honed the mechanism to limit the damage; the overall rate
has to be optimized while keeping the species that reacts with O2 at a minimal
concentration and/or limiting access of the intermediate to O2.

Hong et al. (93) discussed mechanisms for the second electron transfer, from
SQ to hemebL, that were compatible with the kinetic and thermodynamic prop-
erties, measured activation barriers, and structural information. They noted that
the product of rate constant and fractional occupancy of the SQ intermediate state
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would be critical in determining the rate. The rate constant was determined by
the distance to hemebL and substitution of appropriate values into the equation
of Moser et al. (128). Occupancy was determined in a complicated fashion by the
parameters of the first electron transfer through the relation betweenEm, driving
force and semiquinone stability. Because the overall rate appeared to be determined
by transfer of the first electron and was independent of the driving force for the
second electron transfer, the gating of the latter by the former implied an intrinsic
rate much faster than the rate-determining step. From these considerations, Hong
et al. (93) ruled out single-occupancy mechanisms in which the occupancy of the
intermediate state was very low and the intermediate was constrained to the distal
domain. On the basis of these criteria, several sorts of hypothesis seem plausible:

1. Link (84) suggested that the product of the first electron transfer might
be a complex between SQ and the reduced ISP in which a strong binding
constant prevented oxidation of ISPH by raising theEmvalue above that of the
acceptor. Crofts and colleagues (67, 73, 93), with the benefit of the structural
information by then available, have considered a modified version of this
hypothesis, in which the strong binding constant prevented dissociation to
products until after the second electron transfer from SQ to hemebL. The
intermediate complex would bind up the semiquinone, so that it was not
available to O2, and also bind up the ISPH, to prevent its movement, and
oxidation down the high potential chain that would allow the ISPox to grab
the second electron from the semiquinone and bypass the bifurcation. In
this intermediate complex, the SQ could be relatively stable and therefore at
high-enough occupancy to allow electron transfer at the observed rate from
the distal domain in which the complex would have to be formed. Because
neither SQ nor ISPH has been detected by EPR under conditions in which
this complex might be favored (52, 56), it was necessary to introduce an
additional ad hoc hypothesis, that both EPR signals were quenched through
mutual magnetic interaction (56, 84). As Palsdottir et al. (45) noted, their
recent structure of the complex containing HHDBT might be considered as
mimicking an intermediate state in which the SQ is in the anionic form,
complexed with the reduced ISP, after transfer out of second H+ and before
dissociation of the SQ− · ISPH state. If this analogy is correct, their structure
gives support for the Link (84) model. However, the stability of the inhibitor-
ISPH complex might not necessarily reflect the stability of the SQ− · ISPH
complex. Since the side chain of Glu-272 is rotated away from liganding
configuration in their structure, it might more conservatively be seen as
providing support for the role of this residue in proton transfer.

2. An alternative mechanism was proposed by Crofts and colleagues (52, 67,
73, 93) in which the SQ was formed at very low concentration (thus min-
imizing reaction with O2), owing to an unfavorable equilibrium constant.
To overcome the kinetic barrier arising from the low occupancy suggested
by the data, the semiquinone would have to move within the site closer to
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hemebL. From the distance obtained by modeling a quinone in the prox-
imal domain to replace myxothiazol, the closer approach would provide a
rate constant∼1000 times more rapid than from the distal domain. The
movement proposed would require dissociation of the intermediate product
complex before electron transfer to hemebL could occur. On dissociation
of the SQ.ISPH complex, the second H+ would be transferred to the Glu-
272 carboxylate, followed by a rotational displacement of the Glu-272 side
chain to allow removal of the second H+ from the site, and to open up the
volume of the proximal domain for the SQ· − (73). Earlier versions of this
mechanism were based on the failure to detect either SQ or reduced ISP
under conditions in which an intermediate complex would be maximal (52),
so this experimental observation was naturally accounted for. The mecha-
nism also accounted naturally for the large volume of the site, and explained
the evidence from mutational studies showing that modifications that led to
myxothiazol resistance also led to inhibition of electron transfer (67). If the
resistance was interpreted in terms of an impediment to binding, then these
mutations would also impede binding of SQ in this domain. The inhibition
observed seemed to provide a clear indication that occupancy of the prox-
imal domain during catalysis was important. Support for a dissociation of
the SQ.ISPH intermediate has come from analysis of bypass reactions at the
Qo-site in the presence of myxothiazol (140, 141). To explain these, Muller
et al. (141) interpreted their data as showing that dissociation of SQ.ISPH in-
termediate must occur, although under these circumstances, electron transfer
to hemebL was blocked (see more extensive discussion, below).

3. A third type of mechanism involves occupancy of the site by two quinones
during catalysis, one tightly bound, the other readily dissociable as a sub-
strate (85, 100, 110). The large volume of the site shown by the structures
(39, 41, 67), the malleability of conformation suggested by differences in
structures with different inhibitors in situ (39, 67, 78), the demonstration of
a displacement of two quinones from the complex on binding either of the
two classes of Qo-site inhibitors (142), and different gx line positions in the
EPR spectrum of ISPH on partial extraction of ubiquinone [interpreted as
reflecting two different quinone species (100, 110, 111, 115), both lost on
addition of either class of inhibitors (100)], all favor double occupancy. Oc-
cupancy of the distal domain in the presence of proximal domain inhibitors
(2, 111, 115) and the observation that some superoxide can be generated at
the site in the presence of myxothiazol or other MOA-type inhibitors (100,
110, 143) demonstrate that occupancy of the two domains is not necessarily
exclusive. However, there are major problems in understanding how such a
double occupancy of quinone and proximal domain inhibitor might translate
to a mechanism for normal turnover (2, 67, 144). Attempts to fit two quinones
in existing structures lead to considerable distortion (142; A.R. Crofts, un-
published), and although a structural model has been presented (142), no
evaluation of the energetic consequences was reported. The question of
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energetic consequences is of importance, because, if this mechanism is to be
accepted, double occupancy has to represent a favorable configuration com-
pared to single occupancy. There remains the difficulty of explaining away
the failure to find in any of the structures the tightly bound quinone expected
(39, 41, 67). In theRb. sphaeroidessystem, support for double occupancy
was based on distinct EPR lines attributed to interaction of ISPH with weakly
(Qow) and strongly (Qos) binding species, or an empty site (100, 110), and the
Qow species was predicted to have a binding constant substantially greater
than those for the QB site of RC, or the Qi-site, at both of which structurally
well-defined quinones have been characterized. However, in the mitochon-
drial complexes where the structures show no occupancy, the changes in
EPR spectra on extraction could be fit without invoking the additional spec-
tral form associated with Qos(P.R. Rich, personal communication); this could
be interpreted as showing that there are substantial differences in binding
between the bacterial and mitochondrial systems. Some features of earlier
models need revision. The assignment of the quinone interacting with ISP as
the tightly binding species (110, 115) must clearly be revised (67), because
the ISP mobile domain has to be able to move. Double occupancy would
provide an obvious explanation for the evidence indicating that occupancy
of the proximal domain is important. However, this introduces a further
problem. The differential effects of mutations on inhibitor binding were not
reflected in differential effects on the EPR signals interpreted as showing
two quinone species, although these would clearly have to be occupying the
domains from which the inhibitors are selectively excluded (67, 144). These
difficulties have so far precluded more general acceptance of this hypothesis.

4. As noted above, Crofts & Wang (52) considered mechanisms in which the
SQ intermediate in the Qo-site reaction was generated at low concentration,
to give an up-hill reaction for the first electron transfer. Constraints on possi-
ble values for the equilibrium constant came from the detection limit of the
SQ, and from the activation barrier. The former was based on unpublished
experiments which showed that no myxothiazol-sensitive SQ could be de-
tected under the “oxidant-induced reduction” conditions (145) expected to
maximize [SQ] (K.A. Andrews, R.B. Gennis & A.R. Crofts, unpublished;
see 146), leading to a maximal value forKeq∼ 10−4. Similar experiments
in a mitochondrial complex yielded similar results, with a similar kinetic
interpretation (56). The activation barrier represents the limiting value for
instability of any intermediate state, giving a minimal value forKeq deter-
mined by Eact. This lowest limit onKeq represented a mechanism in which
both electron transfers could occur simultaneously, with a common activa-
tion barrier and an activated state represented by the SQ intermediate; Crofts
& Wang (52) discussed this as the most economical hypothesis. Two sets
of data have since made this hypothesis untenable: (a) Hong et al. (93) and
Guergova-Kuras et al. (94) pointed out that the slope of the curve of log10kcat

v. driving force, obtained from experiments in which the driving force was
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varied by using mutant strains in which theEm of ISP was changed, was less
steep (∼0.009 mV−1) than the value expected from this minimal hypoth-
esis (∼0.017 mV−1), and therefore excluded such a mechanism; (b) Hong
et al. (93) considered the constraints of occupancy and distance on rate for
the single-occupancy case and concluded that if the rate constant was de-
termined by the distance from a SQ occupant modeled in the distal pocket
to hemebL, the maximal rate possible, given the very low occupancy of
the activated state from which the second electron would have to be trans-
ferred, would be too slow by several orders of magnitude to allow such a
mechanism.

A concerted mechanism involving simultaneous transfer of two electrons to the
two separate chains has recently been revisited by Kim et al. (41) and Trumpower
and colleagues (3, 87), although they did not comment on the critical points dis-
cussed above. To overcome these arguments in the context of a single-occupancy
model, it would be necessary to propose that the substrate QH2 delivers both elec-
trons simultaneously from a state bound in the distal domain with much higher
occupancy than the activated state, through pathways that, although very different
in terms of the distance involved, local structure, and reaction path, must function
to give the same activation barrier and rate constant. A more detailed consideration
must await justification of the physicochemical underpinnings of such a mecha-
nism. Any alternative simultaneous model would require a faster rate constant than
suggested by the distance. This could perhaps be achieved in a double-occupancy
version of this type of mechanism, in which electron transfer was facilitated by a
quinone species in the proximal domain. However, it would seem difficult in this
context to account for the pattern of dependence on driving force discussed above,
which had seemed to demonstrate control through the first electron transfer.

Some discrimination between single- and double-occupancy models might be
made on the basis of the role of Glu-272 in liganding of QH2 and in proton transfer
out of the site. If Glu-272 is a ligand in the ES-complex, the volume occupied by
the side chain and associated waters would largely fill the volume into which any
second quinone would be likely to bind (Figure 2). Because the QH2 in the distal
domain has to be the substrate, there is no room for the strongly bound quinone in
this proximal position without substantial distortion. As there is no evidence for
any alternative binding domain close enough to heme bL, this would argue against
double-occupancy models being of mechanistic importance. If the glutamate does
not serve this function, and a high degree of elasticity of structure without an
energetic penalty is demonstrable, a wider set of possibilities remains open.

Discrimination between the first two models is more difficult. The question
could clearly be resolved in favor of model 1 if the SQ.ISPH intermediate could be
demonstrated by another spectroscopic approach than EPR. With a limiting first
electron transfer and low occupancy of the SQ.ISPH state, it would be difficult to
discriminate on the basis of the kinetics of reduction of hemebH. However, the lag
phase in the kinetics allows us to put limits on the population of intermediate states.
In chromatophores poised with the quinone pool partly reduced, reduction of heme
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bH occurs after a lag of 120µs. Of this,∼100µs is accounted for by identified
electron transfer events (54). The unaccounted∼20µs would have to include the
times for electron transfer through ISP to the Qo-site (including movement), and the
electron transfer through hemebL. If the first electron transfer is rate determining,
any accumulation of intermediate states (including centers in the SQ.ISPH state)
would occur at the rate limit of∼600µs, at the expense of electrons delivered
through hemebL to bH. Since no delay of this magnitude is seen, occupancy of any
such state must be quite small. When hemebH is reduced, the reduction of heme
bL follows similar kinetics (80, 93). Since the overall equilibrium constant under
these latter conditions is close to 1, any significant stability of the intermediate
state would represent an energy trough, but no kinetics that could be attributed to
filling of such a trough are detected.

Hong et al. (93) discussed at length the interplay between SQ occupancy and
rate for the second electron transfer. A value forKeq< 0.01 for the first electron
transfer, which seems a reasonable limit based on the lag, would be on the border-
line of possible values compatible with electron transfer from the distal domain. A
detailed kinetic model would allow exploration of the constraints on occupancy of
intermediate states, but none is yet available. More detailed kinetic data, alternative
spectroscopies for assaying ISPH [for example, by CD (96, 104)], SQ (by UV/VIS),
and the Glu-272 changes (using FTIR), and better-defined models for cases 3 and 4,
are needed before a definitive choice can be made between any of the above mech-
anisms. A computer model to allow exploration of the parameters determining
Marcus theory constraints on the rates for the two electron transfers of the bifur-
cated reaction is available (http://www.life.uiuc.edu/crofts/MarcusBronsted/).

ELECTRON TRANSFER FROM CYT C1 TO CYT C Berry’s group had an early report
of a bovinebc1 complex dimer cocrystallized with cytc, showing a weak occu-
pancy of the latter, and an unresolved interaction domain (2; E.A. Berry, personal
communication). Among recent structures, Lange et al. (88) have reported a com-
plex between the yeastbc1 complex and yeast cytc at higher resolution that shows
the interaction between cytc1 and its electron acceptor. Interestingly, only one of
the two monomers had a cytc attached, and asymmetry was also apparent else-
where in the dimer, especially at the Qi-site, where the occupancy by quinone was
quite different in the two monomers. The authors speculated that these asymmetries
were linked and might be of importance in allosteric control. From a mechanistic
perspective, the structure shows the interface through which electron transfer be-
tween cytc1 and cytc occurs, and Hunte et al. (147) presented a detailed analysis
of possible electron transfer mechanisms in the light of the structure. The kinet-
ics of electron transfer, the role of particular residues at the interaction interface,
and the kinetic changes on mutation at the interface have been explored in detail
using photoactivation of a yeast cytochromec derivative labeled with ruthenium
trisbipyridine at Lys-72 (148). The authors targeted acidic residues of the interface
on cytc1 for mutation and concluded that acidic residues on opposite sides of the
heme crevice of cytc1 are involved in binding with the positively charged cytc,
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and that they direct the diffusion and binding of cytc from the aqueous phase
between the outer and inner mitochondrial membranes.

MECHANISTIC INFORMATION OF MEDICAL OR PHYSIOLOGICAL INTEREST Detailed
analysis of the structural basis of inhibitor function, and the mechanistic informa-
tion available from mapping of mutations that affect binding to catalytic interfaces,
are beyond the scope of this review, but have been discussed extensively elsewhere
(1, 2, 8, 9, 41, 44–47, 65–67). Some more recent observations deserve further com-
ment. New structures showing the binding configuration of HHDBT (45), NQNO
(47), and famoxadone (44) have been mentioned above. The HHDBT structure
has been used to model a likely configuration for the drug atovaquone (46), which
is clinically important as an antimalarial agent, based on susceptibility to inhibi-
tion at the Qo-site inPlasmodiumspecies [alsoPneumocystis carinii(pneumonia),
Toxoplasma gondii(toxoplasmosis), and other fungal parasites] and resistance
in vertebrates. The molecular basis for this susceptibility is revealed by mutant
strains ofP. falciparumand otherPlasmodiumspecies that develop resistance to
atovaquone (33; reviewed in 9). Kessl et al. (46) modeled one of these mutations
in yeast (L275F) and demonstrated substantial resistance, which was explained in
terms of the increased volume of the Phe compared with Leu, which impinged
on the binding volume. Figure 3 shows the position in the structure of residues
at which resistant mutations are found in relation to the stigmatellin-binding
volume.

BYPASS REACTIONS AT THE Qo-SITE IN THE PRESENCE AND ABSENCE OF OXYGEN

As noted above, the well-studied reaction of the Qo-site with O2 to produce super-
oxide (SO) is generally attributed to one-electron reduction by the intermediate
semiquinone species generated at the site when transfer of the second electron to
the low potential chain is blocked (for recent reviews, see 14, 15). SO production
occurs when electrons back up in the low-potential chain so that electron transfer
from the intermediate SQ to hemebL becomes limited. Under physiological con-
ditions, this happens on development of a large back-pressure from1p and in the
lab when antimycin inhibits exit of electrons from theb-heme chain. The maximal
rate of SO generation is∼2% of the normal turnover.

Several recent reports provide new insights as to the nature of the reaction. In
mitochondrial complexes, myxothiazol inhibits the SO production in the presence
of antimycin, but only by about 70%. In the absence of antimycin, production of SO
is stimulated by addition of myxothiazol to give a similar rate (∼0.6% full turnover)
(140, 141). Several groups have argued convincingly that the semiquinone at the
Qo-site is the reductant for O2 (13–18). Because formation of semiquinone depends
on oxidation of quinol, this could occur only if an ES-complex of some sort is
formed in the presence of myxothiazol, with occupation of the distal domain of
the site by ubiquinol and reaction with ISPox as the most likely configuration. Since
most data seemed to indicate that myxothiazol eliminates all quinone species from
the site (67, 100, 142), the possibility of such a double occupancy was surprising.
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Muller et al. (141) found that the rate of the bypass reaction was not dependent on
the presence of O2. When the rate of quinol oxidation was assayed by reduction of
cytc, the bypass rates observed under anaerobic conditions in the presence of either
antimycin or myxothiazol were the same as under aerobic conditions. This could
be explained if generation of semiquinone under all conditions was rate-limiting,
and independent of [O2], and if two pathways competed for the semiquinone, both
with much higher rate constant, one to O2 and the other indirectly to cytc. Under
aerobic conditions, O2 out-competes the alternative pathway as acceptor for the
second electron. A plausible pathway for the bypass under anaerobic conditions
would be via the returning ISPox, which could oxidize the semiquinone after it
had donated the first electron to cytc via cyt c1. Because the distance from the
[2Fe-2S] cluster in the ISPB position to cytc1 would preclude direct transfer
from the complexed state (39), the reaction could occur only if the intermediate
SQ.ISPH state dissociated to products. The bypass reaction therefore demonstrates
that the SQ.ISPH state is not so tightly bonded as to preclude dissociation. A third
observation of interest was that increasing the [O2] fivefold above ambient had no
effect on the rate of SO generation in the presence of myxothiazol, but stimulated
the rate in the presence of antimycin by∼25% (141). The saturation at ambient O2

in the presence of myxothiazol indicates a high affinity compared with that in the
absence of myxothiazol and shows that at least a fraction of the semiquinone was
in a less reactive configuration when the Qo-site was free of any proximal domain
inhibitor (117).

The relation between occupancy of the distal domain and the size of the prox-
imal domain inhibitor has been further explored by Muller et al. (143). They
studied theKm and Vmax for ubiquinol substrates and showed that, whereas the
Vmax was independent of the nature of the inhibitor, theKm was markedly depen-
dent on the bulk of the inhibitor. TheKm varied from 36µM for myxothiazol,
the largest inhibitor, down to∼3 µM with mucidin, the smallest inhibitor. This
latter value was the same as that observed in the absence of any Qo-site inhibitor,
either when antimycin alone was present to stimulate SO production or when
turnover was measured in the absence of inhibitors, indicating that formation of
the ES-complex was determined by the same kinetic parameters. This correlation
betweenKm and inhibitor size was extended by computational studies in which
the volume overlap between the inhibitors and a UQ-1 test substrate was modeled
using crystallographic structures. With a 3Å adjustment of UQ-1 away from the
position indicated by stigmatellin, which involved rotation of the Glu-272 ligand,
it was possible to fit the inhibitor into the proximal domain with either no overlap
(for mucidin) or partial overlap (increasingly for MOA-stilbene, famoxadone, and
myxothiazol) with UQ-1, in line with the increasingKm values. These structural
considerations therefore support the hypothesis that the ES-complex can be formed
in the presence of proximal domain inhibitors, since the overlaps in volume cor-
related well with theKm values measured. However, the inhibitor volumes used
were based on those in the structures containing inhibitors, which show substan-
tial conformational changes compared with the native or stigmatellin-containing
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structures. Possible constraints from interaction with the protein were omitted from
the modeling and were therefore not reflected in the overlap values.

The SO production that is insensitive to proximal domain inhibitors must indi-
cate some double occupancy, but the question remains of how pertinent the data
are to mechanism. It is by no means obvious that the occupancy of the ES-complex
with the smaller inhibitors can be used to justify a double-occupancy mechanism
under normal turnover. The 12-fold change inKm for QH2 with myxothiazol indi-
cates a strong impediment to occupancy of the distal domain when the proximal
domain is occupied by a species with a tail; this clear evidence for a constraint on
double occupancy is more pertinent to occupancy by two quinone species.

These studies demonstrated that this physiologically important reaction is ex-
perimentally accessible and that our understanding of the mechanism is intimately
linked to our understanding of the mechanism of QH2 oxidation at the Qo-site.

MITOCHONDRIAL MYOPATHIES MAPPING TO THE BC1 COMPLEX Mitochondrial
myopathies have been extensively reviewed recently (8–11), and the relation be-
tween mitochondrial dysfunction and disease is well established. For those my-
opathies linked to mutation of the cytb gene, many have been mapped through
coding changes at the DNA level. For those leading to residue change rather than
to gross truncation or deletion of sequence, the location in structural models pro-
vides a basis for detailed understanding of these diseases at the molecular level.
(For a detailed discussion of the current field and of the interesting mechanistic
and physiological insights provided by these mutations, see 8, 9).

Quinone Reduction at the Qi-Site

STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS Several structures are available from different
labs showing the native occupant, presumably ubiquinone (2, 39, 43, 47, 89, 149);
others with the inhibitor antimycin as occupant (39, 47); and a recent structure
shows NQNO at the site (47). This latter paper includes the fullest structural de-
scription of the Qi-site yet available, either vacant (but with 4 water molecules
forming an H-bonded network) (1ntz), or with quinone (1ntm), antimycin (1ntk),
or NQNO (nu1) bound. Unfortunately, coordinates were not available at the time
of writing. In general, the protein structure that Gao et al. (47) described was rel-
atively indifferent to occupancy, with the vacant structure showing only 0.24Å
rmsd from the quinone-occupied structure. The inhibitor binding in all structures
reported (2, 39, 47, 89, 149–151) showed volumes of occupancy that impinge on
the surfaces at which mutational changes (152) lead to resistance.

All structures show that the quinone is liganded directly or indirectly through
H-bonds involving three side chains—His-202, Asp-229, and/or Ser-206 (chicken
or yeast numbering)—and/or by structurally defined waters (39, 43, 47, 89, 153,
154). In addition, some hydrophobic or aromatic interactions with side chains
and the heme edge are recognized. Interestingly, four high-resolution structures
show three different configurations of side chains involved in H-bonding of the
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quinone carbonyls. Most notably, His-202 is directly H-bonded to the quinone in
the bovine and chicken complexes from Berry (2, 39, 147, 154) (Figure 4), but
indirectly via bound water in the yeast structure described by Hunte et al. (43, 89)
and the bovine complexes described by Gao et al. (47), whereas the H-bond to Asp-
229 is direct in the Berry and Hunte structures, but via a water bridge in the Gao
structure. An additional unpublished structure at 2.5Å resolution from Iwata (153)
is described as showing direct H-bonds with both the aspartate and histidine, as in
the Berry structures. Differences are also apparent in the Ser-206 liganding, with the
side chain within H-bonding distance in some structures, connected to either of the

OCH3 O-atoms, and too far away in others. When considering these differences,
note that the occupancy by quinone in all the structures is relatively low and that the
B factors are relatively high, indicating a degree of uncertainty in assignment of the
electron densities. The site is also quite spacious, allowing occupancy by a variety
of inhibitors with overlapping volumes, and may allow alternative configurations
for the quinone. The differences show an obvious structural plasticity, but beg the
question of mechanistic relevance.

An alternative approach to mechanistically important structural features is
through use of pulsed EPR or ENDOR to explore the structure around the semi-
quinone bound at the Qi-site through the magnetic interaction between neighboring
nuclear magnets and the paramagnetic center (154–156). Exchangeable protons
contributing to H-bonds with the SQ in the bovine mitochondrial complex were
identified using ENDOR and H/D exchange (157). The spectra were interpreted
as showing several H-bonds, but the spectral range limited the study to the proton
region. Pulsed EPR has been used to study thebc1 complex fromRb. sphaeroides
(158), allowing exploration of neighboring14N nuclei. ESEEM and HYSCORE
spectra provided an unambiguous demonstration of a N-ligand, interpreted as an
H-bond to a histidine imidazole nitrogen, likely His-217, equivalent to His-202 of
mitochondria complex. This supports the Berry structures as showing a functional
configuration and opens the possibility of a dynamic role of the histidine. Spec-
tra measured using ESEEM and HYSCORE, with H2O or 2H2O as the medium
solvent, resolved at least two (probably three) exchangeable protons affecting the
SQ spin relaxation, likely contributing to H-bonds (D.R.J. Kolling, J.T. Holland,
R.I. Samoilova, S.A. Dikanov, & A.R. Crofts, unpublished). The two strongest of
these likely reflect the direct H-bonds to the ring carbonyl O-atoms observed in
14N-ESEEM and the crystallographic structures, although firmer attribution to par-
ticular bonds must await further work using isotopic substitutions at other atoms.

OVERVIEW OF MECHANISM OF ELECTRON TRANSFER AT THE Qi-SITE Any mech-
anism must account for the fact that the Qi-site operates as an interface between the
one-electron chemistry of theb-heme chain, and the two-electron chemistry of the
quinone pool. In addition, pathways for uptake of two protons and for exchange of
substrate and product need to be identified. It is generally supposed that the site
operates through a two-electron gate in which hemebH reduces Q to SQ on
one turnover of the Qo-site, and SQ to QH2 on a second turnover (50, 57). The
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structures provide important clues to these functions. In particular, they show the
groups involved in binding, and accessibility to the site from aqueous and lipid
phase.

THE ROLE OF THE SEMIQUINONE AT THE Qi-SITE Under normal turnover, the ini-
tial state of occupancy will depend on ambient redox potential and pH. A stable
semiquinone is generated at the site on redox titration over theEh range 30–60 mV
higher than theEm of the quinone pool (Em, pool∼ 90 mV at pH 7), and is stabilized
as the pH is raised over the range 7–9 (60, 154, 155). The SQ intermediate can
also be generated by coulometric titration using a one-electron mediator (156),
or by reversal of the second electron transfer (61, 145, 158). However, details
of the equilibrium and rate constants, the interaction between semiquinone and
hemebH, and the specific role of ligands in this reverse reaction are unresolved (2,
125, 159–161). In each of these approaches, the yield of SQ, whether measured
kinetically or thermodynamically, has always been substantially less (∼0.5/heme
bH under conditions giving maximal yield) than the stoichiometry ofbc1 complex.
Early work from Palmer’s lab had suggested an explanation—this might reflect
spin silencing from magnetic interaction with oxidized hemebH (156). In this case,
two populations of SQ might be expected, one with a fast, and the other with a
slow relaxation. The thermodynamic and spectroscopic properties reported in the
literature are those of a slowly relaxing species, easily saturated at temperatures
<100 K.

The thermodynamic properties of the semiquinone have been explained in the
context of the disproportionation reaction, and values for binding constants for the
three species of the Q/SQ/QH2 system,Em values for the semiquinone couples for
bound and unbound states, and pK values for the protolytic reactions have been
proposed (60, 154, 155). In this discussion, it has been assumed that the dispro-
portionation reactions of the bound and unbound couples reach equilibrium, but
since structures became available, there has been little discussion of how this might
occur at a site that appears too small to contain more than one species. The Qi-site
catalyzes a quinol-quinone transhydrogenase reaction that allows transfer from
exogenous quinol to bound quinone or between exogenous quinones (162, 163).
A plausible mechanism would be one in which two electrons from a donor QdH2

are stored in the twob-hemes, allowing dissociation of the Qd and its replacement
by an acceptor Qa, which would then leave the site as QaH2 (162, 163). The rate of
such a reaction would depend strongly on the probability of populating theb−Hb−L
state. The unfavorable equilibrium constant for reduction of hemebL through bH
(123, 126, 164) would account for the relatively slow rate observed, but this would
likely be sufficient to allow equilibration of the Q and QH2 components of the
disproportionation reaction on the time scale of a redox titration. If equilibration
through one-electron transfer processes occurs, it is presumably through direct or
indirect interaction with mediators. The conditions used to assay semiquinone by
EPR (high concentrations of redox mediators and a long equilibration time) are de-
signed to encourage the equilibria of the disproportionation reaction, but they may
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not accurately reflect the kinetically important intermediate states. Furthermore,
if the semiquinone signal at the Qi-site is modulated by magnetic interaction with
the spin of oxidized cytochromebH (156, 161), this might lead not only to loss
of amplitude, but also to some displacement of the maximum of the bell-shaped
titration curve. Since the latter data are important in calculation of thermodynamic
parameters, a substantial miscounting of the SQ could lead to misleading values
over portions of the pH/Eh titration surface.

In discussing the mechanistic role of the semiquinone, it is necessary to take
account of the equilibration of the Q/QH2 couple with hemebH through one-
electron transfer reactions. Reduction of hemebH through the Qi-site by exogenous
quinones, with generation of a semiquinone, occurs on addition of quinol substrate
to the oxidized complex in the presence of myxothiazol. In a definitive study by
de Vries et al. (61), reduction by duroquinol was rapid, with the reaction∼90%
complete at the first point of measurement at 5 ms (using 300µM QH2). From
this, a value ofτ < 3 ms seems appropriate. The measured rate was more rapid
than the reaction through the Qo-site monitored through the reduction of hemebH

in the presence of antimycin. The rate was also more rapid than that reported for
the transhydrogenase reaction (τ ∼ 170 ms at 50µM duroquinol, 163). From this,
it seems likely that duroquinol, and presumably other quinols, could react directly
at the Qi-site by exchange with the initial occupant. In chromatophores, where
the reactions using the native substrate can be followedin situ, the myxothiazol-
insensitive reduction of hemebH on generation of 1 QH2 in the oxidized pool
occurred withτ ∼ 3 ms (165, 166). This rate was similar to that for QH2 oxidation
through the Qo-site under these conditions, suggesting a similar rate constant, but
in both cases, the rate was limited by the delivery of QH2 to the complex from the
RC (50, 165).

For all these kinetically determined reactions, it is clear that the relevant equilib-
rium constants must include participation of hemebH in the one-electron transfer
reactions. One approach to determining these is through the phenomena associ-
ated with the cytb150 component. This high-potential form of hemebH has been
recognized phenomenologically for over 30 years, having been observed in redox
titrations of mitochondria and chromatophores in the early 1970s (164, 167). A hint
as to the mechanism came from the observation that antimycin addition induced
oxidation of this component (168) or eliminated it from redox titrations (125, 154,
155). In the presence of antimycin, the absorbance due to the cytb150form was lost
and reappeared in the hemebH titrating atEm,7∼ 50 mV. The antimycin-induced
oxidation of cytb was explained through the following mechanism (168):

cytb−H ·QH•(H+)↔ cytbH ·QH2

QH2

↔ cytbH · vacant

AA

↔ cytbH · AA . 6.

By analogy with the well-characterized inhibitor-induced electron transfers in
the QAQB sites of reaction centers and photosystem II (57), we suggested that the
semiquinone at the Qi-site accepts an electron from ferrocytochromebH and leaves
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as the quinol, so that the oxidized form of cytb is stabilized by antimycin binding.
Conversely, the cytb150form must arise from a reversal of the left-hand pair of reac-
tions, as seen experimentally from the myxothiazol-insensitive reduction of heme
bH and generation of semiquinone on addition of QH2 to the isolated complex (61,
145, 158), or the reduction ofbH on photoreduction of the pool in chromatophores
(165, 166). For the reduction of hemebH on flash activation in chromatophores,
the observed equilibrium constant precluded mechanisms involving reduction of
two hemebH centers by the Q/QH2 couple at theEm values found by titration, and
the alternative reaction, in which QH2 reduced hemebH with generation of SQ,
was suggested (165).

The properties of cytb150 in the mitochondrial complex have been explored
in detail by Rich et al. (161), and discussed in terms of differential affects of
occupancy by Q, SQ, or QH2 on theEm of hemebH (see 160). A set of parameters
that accounted successfully for the properties of both the SQ and cytb150 was
proposed; however, in deriving this set, Rich et al. (161) had to assume that SQ
generated in the presence of oxidized hemebH was EPR silent owing to magnetic
quenching (see 156). An alternative approach to explaining the properties of cyt
b150has been through the equilibria associated with reversal of the forward reaction
(165), as discussed below.

THE ROLE OF CYT B150 IN THE MECHANISM OF THE Qi-SITE The properties of cyt
b150suggest that the Qi-site catalyzes the following reaction, in which the cytb150is
represented by the state cytb−H QH• (125, 159, 165, 168). The reaction (Equation 7)
can be considered as a reversal of the normal forward reaction by which ferroheme
bH reduces SQ to QH2, and after release of the product, binds Q to re-establish the
starting state for the Qi-site.

QH2(pool)+ cytbHQ↔ Q(pool)+ cytb−HQH•(H+), 7.

Partial reactions giving rise to the overall process of Equation 7 are

QH2(pool)+ cytbHQ↔ Q(pool)+ cytbHQH2, 7a.

cytbHQH2↔ cytb−HQH•(H+), 7b.

At any defined pH, the equilibrium constant for formation of the cytb150 form,
obtained from the partial processes of Equations 7a and 7b, is given by

Keq= K7aK7b = (KA(QH2)/KA(Q)) exp{(Em(cytbH) − Em(QH•/QH2) F/RT)}, 8.

whereKA values are association (binding) constants for QH2 and Q, andEm(cytbH)

andEm(QH•/QH2) refer to the mid-point potentials of cytbH, and of the SQ/quinol
couple bound at the site, respectively.

Examination of Equation 8 shows that an increased value ofKeq could be
expected ifEm(cytbH)is increased, ifEm(QH•/QH2) is decreased, if the affinity of quinol
is increased, or if the affinity of quinone is decreased. However, the affinities for
Q and QH2 have an importance that can be expressed in a different form. When
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expressed with respect to the potential of the quinone pool, the ratio of binding
constants for Q and QH2 contributes to the value forEm(QH•/QH2) in such a way as
to cancel the pre-exponential term. This gives

Keq= exp{Em(cytbH) + Em(Q/QH•) − 2Em(Qpool)}F/RT, 9.

whereEm(Q/QH•) refers to the bound couple. This same expression can also be de-
rived directly from Equation 6 using the conventional relationship between equilib-
rium constant and half-cell potentials. Incorporation of this equation in a computer
model allows exploration of the variation of redox states of all components as a
function of redox potential, pH, etc. (125). Interestingly, the properties of the cyt
b150 phenomena are reproduced quite well using measured values forEm and pK
for hemebH, reasonable values for binding constants (with a ratio of∼100 in favor
of QH2), andEm values for the Q/SQ/QH2 system derived from redox titrations
and kinetic experiments (125). The properties of the SQ are also reproduced quite
well, but are mechanistically linked to formation of SQ through reaction 6 above,
so that the SQ observed is in the form cytb−H ·QH•. An interesting feature of these
simulations was that, because of the importance ofEm of hemebH in Equation 9,
the pH dependence of both b150and the SQ were well explained, but are determined
by the pK at∼7.8 on the hemebH, without invoking a pK in the neutral range for
the semiquinone (M. Guergova-Kuras & A.R. Crofts, unpublished).

Support for the above mechanisms also comes from analysis of strains with
mutations in the Qi-site. We have previously noted that in two mutants in which
theEm of cytochromebH was lowered, but by residue changes removed from the
catalytic domain, the amount of cytochrome b150was substantially decreased (124,
125, 169). This trend was apparent in mutants N223V, G220V, S218A, and N222A
(all with loweredEm for cyt bH), which showed a reduced level of cyt150 (169).
Similarly, in T219A and in a double mutant K251D/D252K (which had higherEm

values) the level of cyt150 was enhanced (125).
Although this simple model explains much of the data, in other mutants, includ-

ing some showing higher levels of cytochromeb150but a lowerEm for cyt bH than
wild type, the change in relative stability could not be attributed simply to changes
in Em of cytochromebH and would have to be explained in terms of changes in
the other parameters of equation (125, 169). A lack of correlation between the
amount of cytochromeb150 and the stability of the EPR-detectable semiquinone
at the Qi-site has also been noted in a series of mutants in thebc1 complex ofRb.
capsulatus(166). These departures from the simple model presented here are not
unexpected, but suggest that the role of semiquinone stability needs to be explored
more fully. Note that the role of protons in equilibrium with the partial reactions has
not been explored. Changes in kinetics and in the equilibrium constants combined
in Keq in Equation (8) could reflect these protolytic equilibria, and the kinetics
of the proton processing accompanying redox turnover. The relationship between
cytochromeb150, the semiquinone, and the protolytic equilibria clearly require
further investigation.
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THE FORWARD REACTION As noted above, the operation of the two-electron gate
at the Qi-site is associated with a relatively stable SQ intermediate, and the mech-
anism is described by a set of equilibrium and rate constants defining the electron
transfer reactions and the binding of Q and QH2 from the pool. These also deter-
mine the properties of cytb150. In pre-steady-state kinetic experiments with the
Rb. sphaeroidescomplex in situ, electron transfer rates in the forward direction
through theb-heme chain to the Qi-site are faster than the rate-limiting step. Since
complete turnover delivers two electrons in succession to the Qi-site (50, 54), this
holds for electron transfer to both endogenous Q and SQ species. The fact that the
observed rate is that of the limiting step at the Qo-site restricts use of the kinetic
data to estimation of upper limits for the forward rate constants. With the quinone
pool initially oxidized (and the site presumably occupied by Q), cytbH remains
partly reduced in the 100-ms range after generation of one QH2 in the pool by
flash excitation of the RC, suggesting an equilibrium constant for reduction of Q
by hemeb−H with Keq∼ 3, in the range expected from theEm of hemebH, and
the value forEm Q/QH• from simulation. This relatively stable level of hemebH

reduction is seen when the pool is initially oxidized, but titrates away as the pool
starts to become reduced over the range belowEh,7 150 mV, so that at 100 mV,
reoxidation of hemebH is complete. Over this same range, cytb150(likely the state
cyt b−H · QH•, as discussed above) is formed in the pre-flash equilibrium mix, as
determined by the equilibria shown in Equation 10. This brings up the question of
the state of the Qi-site under these conditions.

cytbLcytbHQ

Q to pool

↔ cytbLcytbH[vac] ↔
QH2 from pool.

cytbLcytbHQH2↔ cytbLcytb−HQH•. 10.

At potentials around the midpoint of the Q-pool a substantial fraction of Qi-
sites (depending on pH) will be in the cytb150state, suggesting a forward reaction
according to Equations 11 and 12:

cytbLcytb−HQH•
e− from first QH2 at Qo-site

↔ cytb−L cytb−HQH• ↔ cytbLcytb−HQH2 ↔
QH2 to pool.

cytbLcytb−H[vac].

11.

cytbLcytb−H[vac] ↔
Q from pool.

cytbLcytb−HQ↔ cytbLcytbHQH•
e− from second QH2 at Qo-site

↔ cytbLcytb−HQH•. 12.
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If the rate constants for formation of the cytb150 state (Equation 10) are rapid
compared with the rate-limiting step, as seems quite possible from the data, then
it is likely that most centers follow the pathway shown by Equations 11 and 12
under conditions in which QH2 is initially available in the pool. In contrast to
conventional schemes, the acceptor of the first electron at the Qi-site would be the
SQ, and the second electron would reduce Q to SQ to regenerate the starting state
[see Slater (145) for an earlier discussion]. Since thebc1 complex shows a maximal
rate with the pool half reduced, and since under the coupled steady-state the pool
is also partly reduced, this would represent the more physiologically important
pathway for turnover.

The sequence of reactions 9 to 11, starting with the oxidized complex, also
provides a basis for understanding the multiphasic reduction of hemebH seen on
addition of exogenous quinol reductants to the oxidized complex (61, 81, 95, 170).
The initial rapid phase, which is antimycin sensitive and myxothiazol insensitive
(61), would correspond to reaction 9. Then, from the perspective of hemebH, the
reaction of Equation 11 would represent a lag, and the reactions of Equation 11
would give an oxidative phase followed by a reductive phase with kinetics similar
to the slower phase of reduction of cytc1, as observed (61).

LIGANDS OF MECHANISTIC IMPORTANCE Consideration of two higher resolution
crystallographic structures available at the time, and their EPR data, led Kolling
et al. (158) to interpret the structural differences in the Qi-site as reflecting changes
in ligation for the different quinone species during the catalytic cycle, and a dy-
namic role for His-202 in transfer of protons and water into the site. This led to a
scheme for the sequence of reactions involved in the forward electron transfer as
shown in Figure 5. An alternative model has been suggested by Gao et al. (47), in
which all bound quinone species are H-bonded through bridging waters (as shown
by the quinone in their structure) during the catalytic cycle. This model is incom-
patible with the EPR data showing a direct H-bond between SQ and a histidine
N. However, the structures proposed by Gao et al. (47) fit quite naturally into the
scheme of Figure 5, providing a water-filled vacant site (F), and an intermedi-
ate between the vacant state (G) and quinone-bound states seen in the structures
of Hunte (43, 89) (A) and Berry (2, 39, 147, 154) (B), prior to formation of the
semiquinone in the environment seen by ESEEM (154) (C).

ACCESS TO THE QUINONE BINDING SITE OF SUBSTRATE, WATER, AND PROTONS

Structures for the vacant site show waters in the volume of the quinone, and
all high-resolution structures have water in addition to the quinone within the site.
For example, in addition to waters involved in H-bonds to the quinone, Ser-206
in the structures of both Hunte (43, 89) and Berry (154) forms an H-bond to a
water that also forms an H-bond to a heme propionate, and both structures show
waters that seem to be “caught in the act” of communication between the inter-
nal volume and the external phase through a small hole bordered by His-202.
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Figure 5 Scheme showing proposed involvement of liganding groups in the function
of the Qi-site (adapted from 158). The different occupants of the site are shown for
different states of the cycle of reactions at the Qi-site, shown in the direction of forward
electron flow. StateA might represent Hunte’s structure (43), stateB Berry’s structure
(see Figure 4), and stateC the structure determined by Kolling et al. (158) using
ESEEM. The vacant site with waters would correspond to the vacant site in Gao et al.
(47), and their quinone-occupied site would be intermediate betweenG andA. The
arrows show the direction of forward electron transfer. Reversal of the second electron
transfer leading to formation of the semiquinone from QH2 in addition to the oxidized
complex would be represented by reversal of transitions leading to formation of state
A from C. No attempt has been made to show the many different states of protonation
of the residues involved, and the particular points of entry of H+ in the scheme should
therefore be regarded as flexible and would change with pH.
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Lange et al. (89) discussed at length a possible role for waters around the site
in transfer of H+ into the site, and their relation to exterior waters and phospho-
lipid. For the lipid phase, the quinone and inhibitor tails provide an Ariadne’s
thread, showing the path into the site from the lipid through a fairly wide access
channel.

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE MONOMERS A clear role for the dimeric structure
lies in binding of the ISP N-terminal anchor so as to allow the cross-dimer inter-
actions of the mobile head (65). The mechanistic discussions above have focused
on models in which all reactions are within a monomer, but there have been many
speculations about mechanisms involving dimeric Q-cycles and control through
interactions between monomers in the dimeric complex (3, 38, 40, 60–62, 83, 86,
88, 145, 162, 171). Most of the tantalizing evidence for mechanistic interactions
has come from work on mitochondrial complexes. Work from the author’s lab in
collaboration with Dr. Vlad Shinkarev to explore such interactions in the bacterial
system has so far failed to provide any compelling evidence for electron transfer
between monomers, or control by allosteric interactions across the dimer interface
(unpublished). Possibly, the additional subunits of the mitochondrial complexes
have evolved to provide a means for fine-tuning the mechanism through such
interactions.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE Although most attention has been paid to the
Qo-site, the Qi-site has also been discussed as a possible site for SO generation,
and a number of myopathies in cytb have mapped to the site (8, 9). The well-
established effect on SO production of blocking the Qi-site, as in the antimycin
stimulation, has led to some confusion, because antimycin is specific for the Qi-
site, and might have led to the conclusion that this site has an important role in
SO production. More plausible is a mechanism based on a Qo-site generation,
stimulated by back-up in theb-heme chain. The relatively high redox potential of
the semiquinone couples consequent on the stability of the Qi-site SQ would make
them unlikely donors in the production of superoxide.

Although the Qo-site inhibitors have attracted most attention in clinical and
agronomical applications, the species-selectivity of the Qi-site is another attractive
target that remains to be exploited.
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Figure 1 The Q-cycle mechanism shown in the context of a functional monomer.
The three catalytic subunits of the bc1 complex (PDB 2bcc) from chicken mito-
chondria are shown with a quinol modeled in the Qo-site to replace stigmatellin, and
quinone at the Qi-site. The cyt b subunit is shown by its transparent cyan surface, and
the cyt c1 subunit by a transparent yellow surface. The Rieske iron sulfur protein is
shown as a ribbon cartoon, docked at the b-interface (blue) or at the c-interface (red).
The approximate position of the membrane is shown by the dashed lines. The b-
hemes are shown in blue, heme c1 in green. The [2Fe-2S] clusters are shown as
space-filling models, colored as for the protein. Two additional positions for the clus-
ter are shown (in CPK colors) to indicate the trajectory of movement between b- and
c-interfaces. Binding and unbinding of quinone species, and docking of cyt c, are
shown by broad curved arrows (light-blue). Electron transfers are shown by small
green arrows, H1 release and uptake are shown by curved blue arrows. The sites of
action of inhibitors are shown by dotted light-blue arrows. For each turnover, two
QH2 molecules are oxidized to Q at the Qo-site, and two successive electrons are
passed down the pathways indicated by the green arrows. The two electrons going
down the high-potential chain (ISP, cyt c1, cyt c) are passed to a terminal oxidant.
The two electrons going through the b-heme chain reduce Q to QH2 at the Qi-site
through a two-electron gate, with storage of one electron as a SQ at the site.
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C-2 CROFTS

Figure 2 Stigmatellin and myxothiazol at the Qo-site. The stigmatellin-containing
structure of the bovine mitochondrial complex (PDB 1pp9) shows the positions of
His-161 of ISP (ball and stick model, bottom left) and Glu-271 of cyt b (center, both
in CPK colors) acting as ligands to the stigmatellin (yellow ball & stick model). The
rest of the protein is represented by a wire-frame model, with cyt b in cyan and ISP
in yellow. Two waters that H-bond to Glu-272 and waters contributing to the chain
leading to the external P-phase are shown as small cyan spheres. Heme bL is shown
as a green ball and stick model. Superimposed on this structure is myxothiazol (red
ball and stick model) to show the position relative to heme bL in a separate structure.
A dotted surface at the van de Waals radii is shown for stigmatellin (yellow dots),
myxothiazol (red dots), and Glu-271 together with its two H-bonded waters (blue
dots). The almost complete overlap of Glu-271 and its waters with the pharma-
cophore of myxothiazol (the horizontal arm of the “L” of myxothiazol) can best be
appreciated by stereo viewing (stereo model is set up for crossed-eye viewing).
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FUNCTION OF THE bc1 COMPLEX C-3

Figure 3 Residues modified in P. falciparum strains that are resistant to atovaquone.
The residues are shown as ball and stick models in CPK coloring in the context of the
stigmatellin structure, to show the binding of a similar occupant. The spans of cyt b
contributing to the Qo-site surface are shown as ribbons, with spans forming the Qo-
site binding domain identified as ribbon models of different colors. His-161 of ISP,
the [2Fe-2S] cluster, and parts of the ISP protein (green-blue ribbon, lower left) are
also shown. Stereo pair for crossed-eye viewing.
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C-4 CROFTS

Figure 4 The liganding of quinone at the Qi-site. The structure from Berry’s bovine
mitochondrial complex at 2.1 Å resolution (PDB 1pp9, 158) is shown, with potential
H-bonding ligands to the quinone, and water molecules within 10.0 Å. The quinone
is shown as a stick model, colored in CPK, but with C-atoms in yellow. Side chains
involved as ligands are shown as ball and stick models in CPK colors. Distances
shown are in Å. The rest of the protein close to the site is represented by a blue rib-
bon. Heme bH is shown as a skinny stick model in CPK colors, with C-atoms in green.
Water O-atoms are shown by larger red spheres. Stereo image for crossed-eyed
viewing.
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